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We prove an open mapping principle for set-valued maps on Banach spaces 
using “kth order variations.” 1’ 1987 Academnc Prer,. Inc. 
Let E be a Banach space, Y be a finite dimensional space and G be a 
set-valued map from E to Y, with possibly empty values. Consider a point 
X~E E where G(x,) # @ and let y0 E G(x,). In this paper we provide a 
sufficient condition for 
Vrl>O, 1’0 E Gb, + y/B), 
where B is the unit ball of E. 
This can be useful for deriving necessary conditions for a point to 
achieve the minimum of a function. Indeed if x minimizes a functionf‘on a 
subset K of E, thenf(x) is a boundary point off(K). 
Another problem where an open mapping principle is useful is the 
local controllability problem: under what conditions can we cover a 
neighborhood of a point 5 by trajectories of a control system 
x’ =f(x, u); UE I/; x(0) = r. 
Different versions of open mapping principles were proved by 
Ambrosetti and Prodi Cl], Halkin [8], Warga [ 133, Clarke [S], Ioffe 
[lo], Chow and Lasota [ 111, etc. All of them deal with single-valued 
maps mostly on finite-dimensional spaces. 
* Cr: rapport a ttt pub& en partie g&e g une subvention du Fends FCAR pour l’aide ct le 
soutien B la recherche. 
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We prove here a more general open mapping principle for set-valued 
maps on Banach spaces. We shall provide an application to a local 
controllability of differential inclusion in Frankowska [8]. 
The author is thankful to F. Clarke for creating the possibility to discuss 
these results at the Centre de Recherches Mathematiques de 1’Universite de 
Montreal. 
1. A HIGH-ORDER OPEN MAPPING PRINCIPLE 
Consider a set-values map G from a Banach space E to a Banach space 
Y. Let B denote the closed unit ball in E. 
We study here the following question: given a point X~E E and 
y0 E G(x,), under what assumptions does the assertion 
b>O, y, E Int G(x, + qB) (1.1) 
hold true, where G(x, + qB) := { y: 3x E x0 + qB such that y E G(x) 1. 
We introduce for that purpose “local variations” of the map G on a 
neighborhood of (x0, yo) which we shall define. 
Recall that the Kuratowski lim inf of a family of subsets A, of a Banach 
space X, when r belong to a metric space and converge to ro, is given by 
liminfA,:={uEX:limdist(u, A,)=O}. 
r - 7” i + 10 (1.2) 
DEFINITION 1 .l. Let k > 1 be an integer. The set of kth order variations 
of G at (x0, y,) is the subset Gk(~xo, yO) of Y defined by 
Gk(xo, y,) = lim inf (G(x + hB) -y)/hk. 
(r.F)-(vlI’o) 
j.EG(I) h-O+ 
DEFINITION 1.2. The closed cone 
Ga(xO, yo) := cl u i G“(x,, yo) 
130 
k21 
is called the expansion of G at (x0, y,) (where cl stands for closure). 
Observe that Gm(xo, yo) is the closed cone spanned by the set 
kv, Gk(xo, YO) 
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of variations of any order of G at (x,, yO). We shall prove below that it is 
also convex. 
We are ready to state our main 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a set-valued map from a Banach space E to a 
finite-dimensional space Y. If 
graph(G) := {(x, y): y E G(x), x E E} 
is closed and zf the expansion cone Gm(xo, y,,) is equal to Y, then for all 
r1>0 
y, E Int G(x, + uB). 
To prove Theorem 1.3 we need the following: 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that the dimension of Y is finite, equal to n. For all 
y, E G(x,) and all integers k b 1, the set Gk(xO, y,) is closed, contains zero, 
and 
(n + 1)‘-k E6 Gk(.xo, y,) c Gk(xo, y,) c Gk+ ‘(.x0, yo) 
(where ?% stands for closed convex hull). 
(1.3) 
Proof: By Definition 1.1, it is enough to prove (1.3). Fix k 3 1. Since for 
all h E [0, l] hCk+ ‘)‘k d h, for all XE E and all small h > 0, 
G(x + hCk+ ‘)lk B) c G(x + h B). This implies that Gk(xo, yo) c Gk+‘(.xo, y,). 
Since Gk(xo, y,) is closed, to end the proof we have to verify that 
(n + 1)’ Pk co Gk(xo, yo) c Gk(xo, yo). Fix v E co Gk(xo, y,). By the 
Caratheodory theorem for some Ai > 0, vi E Gk(xo, y,) satisfying C;=. & = 1 
we have C;=O ,I, vi = u. Observe that max {C?=O fi: ai 3 0, 
C~=ocr,=l}=(n+l)l-“k. Therefore ~~=ofi(n+l)“kP’<l. Since 
(n+ 1)‘. k v=X:‘=o($j(n+l) “k~‘)kvi+(l-~~=Ofi(n+l)lik~‘)kO 
and 0 E Gk(.xO, yo), we can deduce that (n + 1)’ _ k u E Gk(xo, yo) from the 
following 
LEMMA 1.5. For all integers k 3 1, m 2 0 and all vie Gk(xo, yo), Aj> 0, 
j= O,..., m satisfying C,J.= o Aj = 1, we have 
5 2; u’ E Gk(xo, y,). 
j=O 
Proof: Fix k>l, 1,) &as above, and hi-O+, x,+x0, yi+yo satisfy- 
ing yi E G(xj). By Definition 1.1 there exist zp E xi + A,h,B and VP -+ v” such 
that y, + (h,lo)k VP E G(zP). We proceed by induction. Assume that for some 
Ods<m and all Objds, i> 1, there exist Z;EX~+ (c,S=, Lj) hiB and 
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u! -+ ui such that yi + hf c;=O (Aj)” u{ E G(z;). Applying again Definition 1.1 
we can find z;+‘~z;+J.~+~h~B and u;+l -+u”+’ such that 
yi+hf i (;i,)ku~+(hi~,+,)k~;T+l~G(z;+l). 
j=O 
Observe that zT E xi + (Cim_, Aj) h,B = xi + hiB and, therefore, 
yj+hf f (Aj)k~j~G(xi+h;B). 
.I =o 
Since lim, _ co c$ ,, (S)” vj = cj”= 0 (S)” ui the result ensues. n 
The following result is useful for verifying the assumptions of 
Theorem 1.3. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. I f  Y is finite dimensional then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
0) Gm(xO, Y,) = Y 
(ii) for all large k, 0 E Int Gk(xo, y,) 
(iii) there exist u1 ,..., U,,E Uka, Gk(xo, y,) 
such that 0 E Int co { u, ,..., u, }. 
Proof For all k 3 1 let 
% = u 1 Gkbo, yo) 
120 
(the cone spanned by G&(x,, y,)). By Lemma 1.4, {%?k}kb, is an increasing 
family by convex cones and, therefore, the negative polar cones %?; do 
decrease. If (i) holds then 
is dense in Y. This implies that 
= n %?; = (0) and n ~~II~II=~)=~zI. 
k31 k>L 
The set { y E U; : I( y(l = 1 } being compact, we prove that for all large 
integers k, %?; = (0). By the separation theorem, this implies that for all 
large integers, k, 0 E Int co Gk(xo, yo). Using inclusions (1.3) we prove (ii). 
Assume next that (ii) holds true. Then (iii) follows by the Caratheodory 
theorem with p = dim Y+ 1. It is also clear that (iii) implies (i). 
409112711-12 
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Remark. It is clear from Definition 1.1 that for all k 2 1 
G’Vo, Y,) = (- !;y inF,, (cl G(x + h B) -y)/hk. 
ri, -+ , 
K E “d:’ 
Hence we have a kind of relaxation result: the sets G(x + h B) can be 
replaced by their closures. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Proposition 1.6(ii) and the assumptions, there 
exists k 2 2 such that 
0 E Int Gk(x,, y,). 
Fix q > 0 and 0 < s < 1 - (k - 1 )/k. The set 
K:= ((x,y):y~G(x);x~x~+~B} 
(1.4) 
is closed. For all (x, y), (X, j) E K set 
4(X> Y), 6 Y)) = lb - 41 E + (YIZL 
This is a distance equivalent to the usual distance on K, so that (K, d) is a 
complete metric space. 
Step 1. Let us assume for a while that y,$ Int G(x, + q B) and let 
yi E r\G(x, + q B) be a sequence converging to y,. For all i 3 1, define a 
continuous function f, : K -+ R + by 
fitx, z, = Ilx - xO II E + II Yi - ‘II”, 
Then fi(xo, yo) = I( yi-yo II”,. The Ekeland variational principle (see [6; 3, 
p. 2571) applied to the complete metric space (K, d), the continuous 
function fi and E = (( y, - y, I(’ implies the existence of (xi, zi) E K such that 
4txi3 zi)9 (xO~YO))~llY~-YO II?’ (1.5) 
and for all (x, z) E K 
lx%, z;) axx, z) + II Yi -Yo II?’ 4(x, ZL (Xi> Zi)). (1.6) 
By (1.5), xi+xo, and zi-+yo. The unit sphere in a finite-dimensional 
space being compact, without any loss of generality we may assume that 
( yi-zi)/JIyi--ziII Y converge to some u, ~~u~~ = 1. By (1.4) there exist 1 >O 
such that A UE Gk(xo, yo). Fix any rE 11, k(l -s)/(k- I)[ and define the 
sequence hi by 
hi= (Iyi-zi(IyF. 
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Then hi -+ 0 + . We deduce from the definition of Gk(x,, yO) that there exist 
u;-+Izu and xi.~x~+h;B such that z,+hf~~~G(x:). By (1.6) setting 
z=zi+hfoi, x=x: and using that Ilxi-xiIIE<hi and Ilx:--xOIIE< 
(Ixi - x0 jjE + hi, we obtain 
IIx~-XOIIE+ IIYi-ZiII>G lIXi-x,lI.+h; 
+ Ily~-zi-h~~ill”,+ IIY~-YoII~~ (hi+hi $‘LCL)~ 
(1.7) 
Step 2. We shall derive a contradiction from (1.7). Observe that 
ci := IIu, - A.( yi - z;)/ll yi - z, /I ,, 1) Y converges to zero and 
IIY;-~,-~~~,~I,~/~~;-~,-~~~~~;-~;~/~~~;-~,II,I~,+~;~~ 
= lIYi-zzIl Y t1 -CA-&i) hf/llY~-z~ll V) 
= /ly;-~,Il,~~-~~-~,~lIL’~-~ill;-~l~ 
(by the choice of hi). (1.8) 
Since /I yi - zi (I;- l + 0 the inequality (1.8) implies the existence of 6, -+ 0 + 
such that 
/(y;-Zi-hF Uill",< ((y;-Zi(l",(1 -s(~~-~,)lly;-Z,Il~~ 
+ 6i II Y; - zi II ;- ’ ). (1.9) 
Since ( )Iui II,,} is bounded and yi + y,, inequalities (1.7) and (1.9) imply 
that for all large i, 
(s(~-E,)-~~)(I~,-z,(I”~+‘-‘~~~~=~I~~~-Z~II~~. (1.10) 
Observe that r/k -s-r + 1 = 1 -s - r(k - 1)/k > 0 (by the choice of r). 
Thus (1.10) implies that 
s A = lim [s(A. - E,) - S,] < 0. 
i-m 
This contradicts the choice of I and s and ends the proof. A 
Remark. We observe that in the case when graph G is a compact set, 
the above theorem can be proved without the Ekeland variational prin- 
ciple. Indeed in this case for all iB 1 there exist a minimizer (x,, z,) of the 
function fi and, by the definition of fi, (xi, zi) converges to (x,, yO). 
Inequality (1.6) becomes then 
fixi, zi) GfiCx, z, for all (x, Z)E K 
and the same arguments imply the result. 
40!&127.'1-12' 
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2. MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS 
We investigate here the concept of variations introduced in Section 1. 
Remark 2.1. Let G be a (single-valued) function from a Banach space E 
to a Banach space Y. If G is continuously differentiable at x0 then 
cl G’(x,)(B) = G’(x,, G(x,)). 
If, moreover, E is reflexive then 
G'(x,) B = G' (x,, G(x,)). 
Therefore, Theorem 1.3 implies the classical open mapping principle. 
Remark 2.2. Let G be a set-valued map from a Banach space E to a 
Banach space Y and let y, E G(x,). We denote by CG(x,, y,) the derivative 
of G at (x,,y,) (see [3, Chap. 71). Then 
CG(x,, y,)(B) c G’(x,, YCJ 
Therefore Theorem 1.3 implies the result concerning the open mapping 
principle of Aubin and Frankowska [4]. 
The above remarks link closely the first variations with the images of the 
unit ball by the first derivative. However, the variations of higher order can 
decide whether the open mapping principe holds true. For instance, con- 
sider the map G: R + R defined by G(x) = x3. Then 
G’(0, 0) = {0} ( = G’(0) B) 
G*(O, 0) = { 0} 
G3(0, 0) = [ -4, $1; 
this is why G”(0, 0) = R. 
Remark 2.3. Let G be a function from a Banach space E to R. Assume 
that G is twice continuously differentiable at x0: 
(i) If there exists UE E such that (G”(x,) U, u) ~0, then 
R, = Ga:h G&J). 
(ii) If there exists UE E such that (G”(x, U, U) ~0, then 
Rp c G”(xo, G(x,)). 
(iii) If the assumptions (i) and (ii) hold true then for all q >O, 
G(x,) E Int G(x, + qB). 
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Indeed let u be as in (i). We may assume that l(ul( = 1. Let x E E, h > 0. 
Set ii equal to u when G’(x) u 3 0 and -U otherwise. Then 
msa; (G(x + hu) - G(x))/h2 
2 (G(x + hii) - G(x))/h2 = G’(x) u/h + (G”(x) ii, ii)/2 + .z(h, x) 
3 (G”(x) u, u )/2 + 4h, xl, 
where lim.x,,,,~+o+ E(h, x) = 0. Moreover, 0 E (G(x + hB) - G(x))/h*. 
Since (G(x + hB) - G(x))/h’ is a connected set [0, (G”(x) u, u))/2] c 
(G(x + hB) - G(x))/h2 + E(h, x) B. Thus CO, <G”(x) u, u)Pl = 
G*(x,, G(x,)) and by the choice of U, R, c Gm(xo, G(x,)). The proof of (ii) 
is analogous. Clearly (i) and (ii) imply (iii). 
Remark 2.4. Let K be a subset of E and g: K--f R be a (single-valued) 
function. We associate with it the set-valued map G: E 2 R defined by 
G(x) = g(x) + R + 
ifxEK 
0 otherwise. 
Observe that graph(G) = Epi( g) (epigraph of g). Then for all x0 E K and all 
integer k 3 1, 
dxo, &o)) + R + = G’Go, g(-x,)1. (2.1) 
If, moreover, for all small h > 0 and x close to x0, g(x + hB) is a connected 
set then 
g%o> dxo)) + R, = G%o, dxo)). (2.2) 
Indeed, for all x E K, ye G(x), and h>O, G(x+hB)-y= 
G(x + h B) -g(x) = g(x + h B) -g(x) + R + and the inclusion (2.1) follows. 
If Gk(xo, g(x,)) = R + then (2.2) holds true. To prove (2.2) in the general 
case let us assume that some u < 0 belongs to Gk(xo, g(x,)). Fix x, + x0, 
yi+yo, y;~G(x;), and h,+O+ and let x~~x,+h~B,u~-+u be such that 
U;E (G(x:)-g(x,))/hf. Since for all z~EG(x:) we have zi-g(x,)> 
g(x:) -g(x,) and g(x, + hi B) -g(x,) contains zero, for all large i (by the 
connectedness) (g(x, + h, B) - g(x,))/hf, 1 [0, oil. This implies (2.2). 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 1.3 plays a crucial role in the study of local 
controllability of differential inclusions and control system with feedbacks 
(see PII. 
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